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Editor’s Letter

Despite the slight downturn, the institutional adoption of Bitcoin continues to increase. Filings with the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission show that four wealth management firms have bought shares in
Grayscale’s Bitcoin Investment Trust.
A survey of about 42,000 people in 27 countries by product comparison website Finder showed a high adoption rate in Asia. Among the countries polled, Vietnam had the highest adoption rate at 41%, while India and
Indonesia had a 30% adoption rate.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE
MEET KAIKEN INU: THE HOTTEST MEME COIN ON THE MARKET,
A SNEAK PEEK INTO HYPERSIGN’S DECENTRALIZED IDENTITY AND
ACCESS MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
&
MEET RADIOLOGEX, ONE OF TOP BLOCKCHAIN-BASED HEALTHCARE
INITIATIVES
The bears pulled Bitcoin (BTC) below the 200-day simple moving average ($45,218) on Aug 12 but they have
not been able to sustain the lower levels. The bulls have pushed the price back above the 200-day SMA today,
indicating buying on dips.
If buyers propel the price above the resistance line of the wedge, the BTC/USDT pair could rally to $51,500. This
level may act as resistance but if bulls do not give up much ground, the uptrend may reach $60,000.
The rising 20-day exponential moving average ($41,743) and the relative strength index (RSI) just below the
overbought zone suggest that bulls are in the driver’s seat.
If the price turns down from the resistance line of the wedge, the bears will smell an opportunity. The first sign
of weakness will be a break and close below the 20-day EMA. Such a move
could open the doors for a further decline to the critical support at $36,670.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the
cryptocurrency world.

Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief



Enjoy the issue!
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- PYLON
- MELD
- GAIN PROTOCOL
- Radiologex
- KAIKEN
- GSX
- Dirty Finance

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

- Neftipedia
- The Coop Network
- BeatBind
- Ferrum Network
- World Mobile Token

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
MEET KAIKEN INU: THE HOTTEST MEME COIN
ON THE MARKET
A SNEAK PEEK INTO HYPERSIGN’S DECENTRALIZED IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE
MEET RADIOLOGEX, ONE OF TOP BLOCKCHAINBASED HEALTHCARE INITIATIVES

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 195th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto
market cap is $2 Trillion, up $160 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 7.47% to $122.03 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $16.58 Billion, 13.59% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume.
The volume of all stable coins is $97.09 Billion, 79.56% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume.
Bitcoin’s price has increased 1.6% from $45,600 last
week to around $46,330 and Ether’s price has increased
2.89% from $3,110 last week to $3,200.
Bitcoin's market cap is $871 Billion and the altcoin market cap is $1.12 Trillion.
Bitcoin (BTC) is facing a stiff challenge from the bears
near the $48,000 mark the buy and sell levels show that
sellers on Binance have held their ground at $48,000.
PlanB, the creator of the stock-to-flow Bitcoin price
model, said that if Bitcoin manages to close August
above $47,000, the year-end "worst-case scenario" target price of $135,000 may come into play.
Despite the slight downturn, the institutional adoption
of Bitcoin continues to increase. Filings with the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission show that
four wealth management firms have bought shares in
Grayscale’s Bitcoin Investment Trust.
A survey of about 42,000 people in 27 countries by
product comparison website Finder showed a high
adoption rate in Asia. Among the countries polled,
Vietnam had the highest adoption rate at 41%, while
India and Indonesia had a 30% adoption rate.
Compared to their Asian counterparts, the respondents
in the United Kingdom and the United States reported

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

43.66%

Ethereum

18.76%

Binance Coin

3.60%

Cardano

3.39%

Tether

3.21%

XRP

2.80%

Dogecoin

2.21%

USD Coin

1.38%

Polkadot

1.32%

Solana

1.01%

Others

18.67%

a low 8% and 9% adoption rate. However, the report warned that “Due to the varying Google infrastructure in each territory, not all surveys were nationally representative.”
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USDT

The bears pulled Bitcoin (BTC) below the 200-day simple moving average ($45,218) on Aug 12 but
they have not been able to sustain the lower levels. The bulls have pushed the price back above
the 200-day SMA today, indicating buying on dips.
If buyers propel the price above the resistance line of the wedge, the BTC/USDT pair could rally to
$51,500. This level may act as resistance but if bulls do not give up much ground, the uptrend may
reach $60,000.
The rising 20-day exponential moving average ($41,743) and the relative strength index (RSI) just
below the overbought zone suggest that bulls are in the driver’s seat.
If the price turns down from the resistance line of the wedge, the bears will smell an opportunity. The
first sign of weakness will be a break and close below the 20-day EMA. Such a move could open
the doors for a further decline to the critical support at $36,670.
Previous Analysis...
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USDT

Ether (ETH) dropped to the breakout level at $3,000 on Aug. 12 but the bears could not capitalize
on the opportunity. The bulls purchased the dip and are attempting to resume the up-move today.
The upsloping 20-day EMA ($2,784) and the RSI in the overbought territory suggest that bulls have
the upper hand. If buyers propel the price above $3,274, the ETH/USDT pair could rally to $3,587.06
and then to $4,000.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from $3,274, the pair may again drop to $3,000
and consolidate between these two levels for a few more days. A breakdown and close below the
20-day EMA will suggest that the bullish momentum has weakened. The pair could then drop to
$2,450.

Previous Analysis...
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RIPPLE - XRP/USDT

XRP broke above the downtrend line of the descending channel and surged to the overhead resistance at $1.07 on Aug. 11 but the bulls could not sustain the higher levels. The bears pulled the price
back inside the channel on Aug. 12 but the correction was short lived.
The bulls have again pushed the price above the channel today and are attempting to clear the stiff
hurdle at $1.07. If the price breaks and closes above $1.07, the XRP/USDT pair could start its journey
to $1.26 and then to $1.70.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from $1.07, the bears will again try to pull the pair
back into the channel. If they manage to do that, the next stop could be the 20-day EMA ($0.80).
If the price rebounds off the 20-day EMA, the bulls will make one more attempt to drive the pair
above $1.07. Alternatively, a break and close below $0.75 will signal advantage to the bears.

Previous Analysis...
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CARDANO - ADA/USDT

The long wick on Cardano’s (ADA) candlestick on Aug. 11 shows that bears tried to stall the rally near
the overhead resistance at $1.94. That was followed by an inside-day candlestick pattern on Aug. 12
but the long tail on the day’s candlestick showed strong buying at lower levels.
The bulls have thrust the price above the overhead resistance today, which opens the gates for a
rally to the all-time high at $2.47. However, the RSI has risen above 86, indicating that the rally is
overextended in the short term.
Therefore, the ADA/USDT pair could witness selling at higher levels and may enter a minor correction or consolidation in the next few days. A break and close below $1.94 could result in a pullback
to the 20-day EMA ($1.51).
Alternatively, if bulls defend the breakout level at $1.94, it will suggest that traders are not booking
profits. That will enhance the prospects of a retest of the all-time high.

Previous Analysis...
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BINANCE - BNB/USDT

Binance Coin (BNB) formed an inside-day candlestick pattern on Aug. 12, indicating indecision
among the bulls and the bears. The buyers purchased at lower levels and are currently attempting
to resolve the uncertainty in their favor.
If bulls propel the price above $408.72, the up-move could reach the overhead resistance at $433.
The bears may again pose a stiff challenge at this level and if the price turns down from this resistance, the pair could drop to the 20-day EMA ($347).
A strong bounce off this support will suggest that sentiment remains positive and traders are buying
on dips. That will increase the possibility of a break above $433. If that happens, the BNB/USDT pair
could start its journey to $520 and later to $600. The bears will have to pull the price back below
$340 to gain the upper hand.

Previous Analysis...
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PRESS RELEASE
PYLON ECO TOKEN –
A DEFI GOVERNANCE DEFLATIONARY
TOKEN

Pylon Eco Token, DeFi Governance Deflationary project with plenty of ecosystems used in daily
life trying to bring mass crypto adoption globally, Supports Open-source developer community with
Guaranteed Fund. 99 Million tokens to release in 4 years.

“Our goal is to bring mass crypto adoption globally through our wide range of ecosystems used in
daily life; further we want to accelerate development by open sourcing the ecosystem projects.”
“By working with Platinum Crypto Academy, we aim to offer our DeFi Governance and Deflationary
combo experience to their users around the world along with the value growth on their investments
in a single token.” says Ashok Gautam, Co-founder and Authorised Representative from Pylon
Fintech.
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– DeFi Governance Deflationary Project with Guaranteed Staking Incentive Rewards
– Georgian team launched 99 Million DeFi Governance Deflationary Project
– DeFi Governance Deflationary Project with Supporting Open-Source developer community fund
– DeFi Governance Deflationary Project burning tokens in every transaction.
– 99 Million DeFi Governance Deflationary Token launched with 4 years to release all.
– Highest value innovative DeFi Governance Deflationary launched.
– DeFi Governance Deflationary project will bring mass crypto adoption in people’s daily life globally.
Pylon Eco Token is a DeFi Governance Token, with the benefit of Utility Token, Security Token &
CryptoCurrency. It is Deflationary, also provides Staking Reward & Guarantee Portfolio backs it. It is
used in plenty of our Open-source ecosystem projects in Daily life. You can own our token and participate in deciding the future of the project.
With the increase of crypto usage, which ends the country’s borders and government control over
our finances, we would like to offer you our token that can be used for the daily purchase of products
or services worldwide.
Want to know more? Join our Facebook Group: https://fb.com/groups/pylonecosystemgroup
We have plenty of ecosystems that can bring together products and services which we are using in
our daily life globally.
From Mobile Topup & Gift Cards, Travel (Hotels/Flights) booking, E-commerce, Auction, Gaming,
Crypto wallet & Exchange and Payments & Cards solution. These diverse online businesses and
open source ecosystems provide significant leverage to use our tokens and make a profit at the
same time.
We plan to distribute 9 million tokens as referral incentives, airdrop and for marketing projects.
The company will reserve 10 million tokens as a liquidity reserve.
Want to get some airdrop tokens? Join our Telegram Channel: https://t.me/pylonecosystem
In the stakeholder ICO phase, we release 40 million tokens and later, we intend to distribute 10 million tokens in the Private and Pre ICO phase and 20 million to sell in exchanges. We have already
completed the stakeholder and private ICO phase. It is expected to complete the Pre ICO phase
soon.
Only less than 10 million tokens left before listing to exchange.
Per transaction fee, open-source community development funds, staking incentive funds and burning
of tokens to be determined by voting.
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25% token is released every year in linear (very less chance for pump and dump). The release starts
after the first exchange listing.
We are honored to announce that PETN(Pylon Eco Token) will be listed for their first exchange on
XT.COM. PETN/USDT and PETN/BTC trading pairs will be open in Main Zone. Please stay tuned for
the schedule of deposit, withdrawal, and trading.
For more info, Join us on our website: https://pylontoken.com/invite?ref=platinumcryptoacademy
Commenting on the potential of the Pylon Token project CEO Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor
in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah said: “Pylon Eco Token is a DeFi Governance Token
with the benefit of a Utility Token, Security Token & Cryptocurrency all rolled up in one and also providing Staking Rewards. We are pleased to discuss this important project and hope to share more
about its journey in the coming weeks on our future Cryptonaire Weekly Editions.”

FEEL A BIT CONFUSED READING A LONG STORY? HERE IS A REAL QUICK
SUMMARY.
INNOVATIVE FEATURES:
1. 99 Million total supply which will be around 98 Million before the ICO phase is complete.
2. DeFi Governance Token provides the benefit of Utility Token, Security Token & CryptoCurrency.
3. Deflationary Token by Burning in every transaction.
4. ICO Token are all Buyback Guarantee.
5. Guarantee Portfolio backs the ICO Tokens.
6. Cross Chain available in Binance Smart Chain (BEP20) and Ethereum (ERC20)
7. Having the biggest ecosystem, used in daily life to bring mass crypto adoption.
8. Handover ecosystem to the open-source developer community.
9. Open-source Community developer fund secured from every transaction.
10. Staking Incentive Reward fund secured from every transaction.
11. 10% token spend on referral incentive, marketing and Airdrop from the total supply.
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DEFI GOVERNANCE VOTING TO DETERMINE:
– Transaction fee %.
– Burning of Tokens %, from the transaction fee.
– Open Source projects community development fund %, from the Transaction fee.
– Staking Incentive Reward fund %, from the Transaction fee.
– Selection of project to Invest, from the net-profit of Guarantee Portfolio.
– Investment Amount fund to decide on a selected project to Invest in.
– Stop the process of Burning tokens when they reach total supply.
– Minimum balance in the wallet.
– Daily/Yearly unlocking % of the token.
We want to see you onboard to decide the future of the project !!!
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MELD JOINS FORCES WITH WORLD
MOBILE

This collaboration builds on a shared set of values to empower individuals to regain financial control by providing them with the tools and services they need to manage their money on their terms.
While World Mobile is bringing critical connectivity to Africa, MELD is working towards banking the
unbanked. These two visions come together in this partnership to plot a course for a future society.
This exciting new partnership with World Mobile, also built on Cardano, provides us access to an
entirely new customer base allowing us to deliver decentralized financial (DeFi) services to those
who couldn’t access them before, creating better, more affordable access to digital banking, microloans, and financial freedom.
Additionally, we will be working closely with World Mobile to create financial instruments that make
it easier to purchase and deploy World Mobile infrastructure and services. We are honored to be
able to participate in World Mobile’s sharing economy and we see a bright future through the world
together.
Joining the technology stack of the World Mobile ecosystem opens the door to new services and
offerings for the World Mobile user base further empowering the individual and their financial freedom. Not only will people gain access to the internet in places they couldn’t get before, but they will
also now be able to access financial services in places they couldn’t get before!
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WHY WORLD MOBILE?
Of the 1.3 billion inhabitants of the African continent, more than 700 million people cannot access
internet services. World Mobile makes use of Cardano technology to provide Internet access to those
who can’t get it and is building the infrastructure required to provide these people with the internet
they need, with Africa being their first target location. By MELDing together with World Mobile, their
customers will gain access to dCommerce, micro-loans, DeFi, dCommunication, and dCompute.
Micky Watkins, CEO of World Mobile, highlighted the mission of the organization is to: “Build a network
based on a new relationship between people and connectivity in which ownership, governance, and
identity work to empower the user and make access available to all in a sustainable way.”

SIMILAR VALUES
“This crossover of DeFi, connectivity and a sharing economy will enable MELD to realize several of
our goals and help support World Mobile to achieve theirs.”
– Hai Nguyen Quang, MELD Co-Founder & CEO
Here’s what Alan Omnet, World Mobile COO had to say about the partnership, “Our partnership with
MELD is an important piece of the World Mobile ecosystem and technology stack. We’re excited to
work together to deliver decentralized finance in order to bank the unbanked.”

THE FUTURE
Together World Mobile and MELD hope to create better access to the internet, decentralized banking, micro-loans, and in general to empower economic freedom for all.
It’s exciting partnering with such an ambitious project that shares the same degree of passion and
innovation for connecting the unconnected and banking the unbanked. We can’t wait to see how
the next few years unravel working with World Mobile.

STANDING STRONG…
Just recently, MELD announced ADAmatic, a two-way bridge to bridge your Polygon-based assets
to Cardano, and back. As part of a recent strategic partnership with Vent Finance, the ADAmatic
bridge is one of the first products MELD is bringing to market. This is a much-needed addition for
not just MELD, but also the greater Cardano Ecosystem. Along with ADAmatic, MELD is building
additional tools for the DeFi ecosystem, such as Hachi, a suite of auditing tools for Cardano smart
contracts.
And now with the addition of World Mobile, MELD is really positioning itself as a force to be reckoned with. Be sure to stay tuned to see how this partnership manifests itself!
To learn more, read World Mobile Chain’s Whitepaper or visit World Mobile, and read MELD’s whitepaper, or visit MELD.
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GAIN PROTOCOL ANNOUNCES CHANGES
IN RESPONSE TO BOT TRADING
DURING PRE-SALE

Gain Protocol is invested in protecting holders and doing all that is possible to keep the price oGAIN
stable and free from nefarious actors. While our initial pre-sale and listing on PancakeSwap was a
success and pushed the price of GAIN to all-time highs, bots attacks lead to a subsequent dip in
price. The team has done all that is possible to help prevent this from happening in future Toro
Rounds and everyday trading.
While the project saw an increase of around 27x, the goal of Gain Protocol is to create a safe community for everyday holders. Price swings are a natural occurrence in trading, but the developers
behind the project have done as much as possible to help mitigate the risks of bot trading. This is
not a new problem in the crypto space, but much like the other issues facing DeFi and cryptocurrency, the team behind Gain Protocol is determined to tackle these issues head-on.
As Gain Protocol embarks on this revolutionary mission, new issues always crop up during almost
every stage of project growth. Re-affirming the project commitment to the community, the developers have initiated changes to some of the foundational protocols of the project — all with the goal
of protecting price.
One major change is to the Whale Protection protocol. To better match the daily price action of
GAIN, Whale Protection will now be dynamic. The idea is that fees from large sales of GAIN will
increase and decrease relative to price action and trading volume. The team is confident this change
will provide a more stable and fair trading ecosystem for all GAIN holders.
Cryptonaire Weekly | August 17th 2021
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Moreover, the team is also hard at work creating additional features to build on the already stellar
existing protocols and create a safe trading environment for all holders. The goal of these new features is fairly simple — protect GAIN from bot trading and pump and dump schemes. Gain Protocol
is confident these changes will prevent the kind of price movement we saw during the initial week
following pre-sale and the bot attacks.
Gain Protocol would like to stress that full control of the project is protected and in the hands of the
development team. Implementing these changes will only bolster the price protection features of
the project. In an effort to provide peace of mind for all holders, Gain Protocol is now, and forever,
committed to full transparency for any changes. Creating a safe ecosystem runs parallel to the core
values of honesty and transparency that are at the heart of the project.
While other projects may not shine a light on issues like these, Gain Protocol is different. The team
is just as excited for the future as ever, and they hope that the changes implemented during these
early weeks will help improve the trading experience and provide holders with even more massive
passive income opportunities.
On that note, we’d like to announce the implementation of our token locking system and affiliate
program. With token locking, long-term investors have an opportunity to lock their GAIN onto the
platform. This adds extra security to the project and helps keep the price floor of GAIN stable.
Additionally, our “believers” have extra opportunities to win through a special sweepstake drawing
exclusive for users who lock down their GAIN.
Our affiliate program, which is the first of its kind in crypto and DeFi, is on track to grow our holder
wallets and the user base of GAIN tremendously. The goal of the affiliate program is to help Gain
Protocol go mainstream by giving our holders more motivation to bring more people into the community. It’s a win-win.
Lastly, we’d like to announce an addition to the Gain Protocol team. Our new marketing leader, who
has experience as an athletes manager for major players in the NBA and the NFL, is set to bring
some very big changes to the project through strategic partnerships and an expert take on marketing. We’ve already started on this front. Our team has been hard at work connecting with some of
the biggest names in YouTube and other major platforms, and we’ve got some exciting news coming soon.
Since the initial troubles with bot trading, we’ve only seen the price of GAIN grow steadily. We
believe the foundational protocols and recent changes are set to redefine how everyday users
approach DeFi and cryptocurrency. With our rock-star team and loyal community, we’re excited as
ever for the project’s future.
For more information regarding feature changes and to keep up to date with project news, join the
project Telegram channel and Twitter for announcements.
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DIRTY FINANCE LAUNCHES STAKING ON
THE 17TH OF AUGUST

Dirty finance is taking the lead when is comes to bringing the hentai world to the crypto space. With
the huge release of staking and lp staking on the 17th of August, investors are starting to take notice.
Not only do they reward holders with a 2 % burn and 2% redistribution per transaction, increasing
the holders market share in two ways constantly, but they also reward their holders with exclusive
original artwork NFT’s that are sellable on 3rd party market places, such as opensea.io. This gives
the holders a constant passive income on top of the smart contract features (redistribution and burn).
Dirty finance realised that the hentai genre was not being accomdated for in the NFT and crypto
space and with google searches for ‘Hentai’ being over 10,000,000 a month they created $DIRTY
– a token specifically focusing on this genre, it launched just a few months ago and have a huge
market to expand into.
Since launch they have been working hard making collaborations (NSFW & SFW) with numerous
influencers that together have a following of over 1,000,000 fans. Dirty finance’s personalised and
original NFT’s are then created to celebrate the partnership. Some are with adult work stars from
onlyfans, etc and some are SFW influencers. Holders of $DIRTY have the opportunity of collecting all
the NFT’s in the set for nothing when they stake (only pay the minting fee) otherwise the only other
way to obtain these NFT’s will be to buy with $DIRTY on our website or with ethereum on opensea.
Each piece of artwork is animated, limited, classified by star rating (governed by rudeness,
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and scarcity) and then made available via the staking. Only so many of each star will be minted – 6
star will only have around 6 in circulation and be the rarest and as the stars get lower the amount
minted will get higher and more clothes will be on the model.
Since launch on uniswap $DIRTY have listed on Bibox.com, tokpie.com, coinsbit.io, and P2PB2B.io.
Being in these exchanges is giving easier access and lower fees for potential investors, however to
receive the smart contract features $DIRTY must be held in a etherum based wallet like metamask,
trust, etc.
All holders of 100M $DIRTY can currently mint a free NFT on the website (Dirty.finance).
Staking contract will be released on Tuesday the 17th August and 12+ NFT’s will be available to
collect straight away. All holders that join the staking contract will receive 200 dirty cash and this
amount will be more than enough to collect a 1 star dirty finance NFT straight away.
The introduction of staking on the 17th of August is a landmark and is allowing dirty finance to use
innovative, fun and profitable ways for holders to earn a passive income with the sellable NFT’s
whilst enjoying redistribution and burn. Dirty finance has made its intentions clear, they wish to
dominate the hentai NFT market and keep building a worldwide brand, a marketplace, a casino, a
hentai revolution.
A short quote by the Dirty Finance CEO saying “It’s an exciting time at Dirty Finance with the staking being released on Tuesday the 17th of August. Staking will add a completely new dynamic to
our ecosystem, and give our holders a passive income. We will keep strategising our releases to
optimise the return on investment for our holders, with this release they will receive dividends in
beautiful and exclusive sellable NFT’s. We will be looking to build on this and move in a $DIRTY NFT
marketplace and $DIRTY Casino. This is a big release for us, but we will have much bigger further
down the line and we are very happy with the work the Cryptonaire Weekly Publication is doing to
get us the maximum exposure that is required to ensure we have a successful release. Keep watching this space for more updates”
Discussing the Dirty Finance Project, CEO Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor in Chief at
Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah noted: “ It’s rare you come across a project that explores wider
utilities of the blockchain technology and expands the horizons. We are truly excited to share the
Dirty Finance project and explain its fundamentals to our readers. With the huge release of staking
and lp staking on the 17th of August investors are starting to take notice of this great opportunity.
We are certain that we will have more about this promising venture in our subsequent publications.”
‘The beauty about $DIRTY is that you earn in so many different ways. The 2% redistribution has
given holders over 2.5% increase on holdings in the first few months, and that coupled with the burn
means less $DIRTY is in circulation. Then on top of that the individual NFTs that are collected gives
holders a sellable token and a passive income. For investors that like innovative ways to earn high
ROI dividends regularly, dirty finance is up there with the best’ Billy Wizz – Lead Dev
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Ethereum 2.0 Staking Tops $21 Billion With 'Merge' on the Horizon

The top holder of ETH is now Ethereum 2.0.
Staking means pledging crypto to the blockchain to help secure the network and earn newly-minted
coins.
Ethereum stakers lock up funds until Ethereum 2.0 is farther along.
Ethereum staking now represents the largest allocation of any Ethereum holding.
Ethereum 2.0 staking has now reached 6.73 million ETH (worth about $21.2 billion), surpassing the
total amount of “wrapped Ethereum” on the network, according to data from blockchain analytics
firm Nansen.
The rising volume of staked ETH signals confidence among Ethereum users in developers’ ability
to deliver on the much-anticipated Ethereum 2.0 network update, when the current proof-of-work
blockchain of Ethereum "merges" with the proof-of-stake chain.
Read more...
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Crypto developer will lead Twitter's decentralized social media initiative

The new lead plans on hiring for the Bluesky team and “partnering closely with Twitter and other
companies” as part of the next steps towards fulfilling the decentralized social media plan.
Jay Graber, a former software engineer for Zcash and blockchain firm Skuchain, will be leading the
anticipated decentralized social media initiative first announced by Twitter in 2019.
In a Twitter announcement on Monday, Graber said that they would be in charge of the Bluesky
project after working closely with “a group of thinkers and builders” from the decentralized social
ecosystem. They plan on hiring for the Bluesky team and “partnering closely with Twitter and other
companies” as part of the next steps towards fulfilling the decentralized social media plan.
Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey announced in December 2019 that Twitter would be funding a dedicated
team to develop a decentralized standard for social media, and for the company to ultimately be
a part of this standard. He said the challenges social media networks faced included “centralized
enforcement of global policy to address abuse and misleading information,” shifting away from content hosting and removal to recommendation algorithms directing users’ attention, and content that
sparks controversy and outrage rather than healthy and informative conversations.
Read more...
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MEET KAIKEN INU: THE HOTTEST MEME
COIN ON THE MARKET

Cryptocurrencies are largely community-driven. Meme coins have evolved to represent the internet
culture and the power of the crypto community who believe in the future of an alternative decentralized monetary ecosystem. The leading meme coin DOGECOIN has already garnered a very strong
and active community with Elon Musk as one of its fans. The culture of meme coins has gained
greater significance over the past two years as DeFi protocols see an influx of institutional investors.
One of the reasons behind meme coins becoming increasingly popular is that the next-gen meme
coins are also providing users with opportunities to increase their crypto wealth. Kaiken Inu is one
of the top rewarding tokens and the hottest crypto coin on the market right now. In this article, we
bring to you a comprehensive Kaiken Inu review in which we try to explore why Kaiken Inu tokens
are one of the best meme crypto coins to consider if you’re a retail or serial investor.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE KAI ECOSYSTEM
The Kaiken Inu ecosystem is designed to provide users with unique opportunities to benefit from the
evolving and exploding DeFi markets. Every transaction on the network allows users to earn more,
while also giving Kaiken token owners seamless access to multiple fun features on the platform.
Unlike typical DeFi protocols, the project features a ladderized tax mechanism and hosts the most
advanced DeFi features within a single ecosystem with multiple benefits. As we proceed with our
Kaiken Inu review, let’s take a quick look at the distinguishing components of the Kai ecosystem.
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– Dog Farm: The ecosystem hosts a Dog Farm, which will be an LP farming pool. The native Kaiken
Inu tokens can be paired with ETH, USDT and other stable coins to allow users to benefit from yield
farming to acquire more Kaiken Inu tokens. Also, token owners will be able to pair with other DeFi
tokens for staking.
– Dog House: The Kai ecosystem features another token that users can earn as they stake the native
Kaiken Inu tokens with other tokens. The goal is to help Kaiken token owners get additional staking
benefits.
– Crypto Puppies: Giving Kaiken owners additional flexibility to earn by staking their Kaiken Inu
tokens, the crypto puppies will “either become NFTs that can be traded or to be used as a character
for Dog Games”.
– Dog Games: Kaiken Inu token owners will have additional benefits as they would be getting seamless access to exciting games, which would be developed in partnership with real gaming companies. Kaiken Inu dog would be the main character of the game and users will be able to earn tokens
by participating in various tasks within the game. Kaiken Inu tokens will be supported currency, which
will allow players to upgrade, and unlocks advanced features and get access to other utilities.
Additionally, the Kai ecosystem will have Dog Food, which will be purchased to feed the Crypto
Puppies to help them grow faster. It will also host dog vitamins, which will be another token that can
be used to provide nutrition to crypto puppies.
The entire Kai ecosystem powered by the native Kaiken Inu meme currency is designed to provide
token owners with a range of exciting opportunities to earn using their acquired tokens.
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LEVERAGING THE POWER OF MEME
Kaiken Inu is strategically positioned to leverage the power of Meme currencies and also offer practical utility to token owners. The popularity of meme tokens is exploding and there’s a reason for
it. The internet culture and digital currency are aligned – they both have been actively challenging
the existing centralized control paradigms. Blockchain-powered cryptocurrencies are smashing the
conventional ideas of value storage and fund transfer. What was being called a bubble today has
become a trillion-dollar asset class providing investors with better returns than the best stocks. The
younger generation of investors and billionaires are actively choosing to add cryptocurrencies to
their portfolios. Similarly, memes have become one of the most popular ways to take on the powerful
and criticize conventional and narrow-minded ideas. The disruptive sentiments that are at the core
of both blockchain and memes have been endorsed by investors and their respective communities.
As a result, we have seen how Dogecoin and Shiba Inu gained immense popularity, so much so that
they are already in the top tokens by market cap.
Kaiken Inu tokens are a synergy of the powerful blockchain technology and meme. What makes
Kaiken Inu tokens the hottest DeFi token is that these tokens, unlike the first generation meme
tokens, also provide users with practical utility within an ecosystem that offers token owners multiple
opportunities to grow their crypto wealth. The DeFi market is exploding, and Kaiken Inu owners can
earn static rewards by just holding their Kaiken Inu tokens. In addition, they can also use their tokens
for multiple utilities within the ecosystem such as staking, yield farming and also to purchase native
game upgrades and unlock in-game rewards. The robust technical architecture and advanced tokenomics are particularly designed to help private and retail investors reap the benefits of DeFi by starting with minimum investments. It is an open-to-all ecosystem with no barriers to entry and welcomes
investors of all shapes and sizes.

KAIKEN INU TOKEN FEATURES
Kaiken Inu Tokens are not like any other dog tokens. They are one of the most useful DeFi tokens
because of their practical utility and earning potential. Let’s take a quick look at the features that
make Kaiken Inu tokens a preferred choice for those who are looking to get started on their DeFi
journey.
– Ladderized Tax Mechanism: User protection and customer safety is the utmost concern of investors
interacting with DeFi protocols. Kaiken Inu is a pioneer in implementing a ladderized tax mechanism
that protests investors as it restricts dumping. Bigger investors can manipulate the prices by bulkbuying tokens and strategically dumping them en masse. Kaiken Inu’s ladderized tax mechanism
provides retail and smaller investors with an added layer of protection against such manipulative
practices.
– Automatic Burn Fee: 1% of every transaction is automatically sent to a burn wallet address, thus
removing it from the circulation. This will result in scarcity of tokens in the long run.
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– Token Scarcity: Selling will face pressure from the moment the features are implemented one by
one beginning from staking. After staking comes NFTs. These 2 features will hold and lock several
tokens. Before the game is deployed, a large quantity of tokens will be locked and will be used
entirely for games. This will create a phenomenal scarcity of circulating tokens on top of the continuous burn feature.
– Passive Income Opportunity With Fixed Rewards: All Kaiken Inu token owners are entitled to
guaranteed rewards. The Kaiken Inu smart contract applies a certain percentage of tax on all transactions on the network. 2% of all transactions when one buys Kaiken Inu tokens are automatically
redistributed to token owners. Similarly, 2-7% is redistributed to token owners when there is a sale
transaction. Moreover, the rewards Kaiken Inu token owners can earn increase in perpetuity as the
number of transactions on the network grows.
– Automated Liquidity Supply: Most DeFi projects face liquidity crunch, and that creates problems
for investors. The Kaiken Inu smart contract automatically redistributes 1% of all transactions on the
network to a liquidity pool, which in turn ensures the liquidity supply is maintained.
– User Interaction: Unlike other memes and Dog coins, Kaiken Inu is created to allow users to interact within an extensive Kaiken Inu ecosystem. Users can farm tokens, create NFTs, take care of puppies and use them for dog games or just trade them in an open market.
– Create NFTs: Kaiken Inu users can also use their tokens to create or purchase the hottest NFTs in
the market. It’s an exciting and distinguishing feature that provides enhanced utility to Kaiken Inu users.
– Native Games: The Kaiken Inu ecosystem also features native games developed by partner gaming companies. The Kaiken Inu dog would be the lead character of the games and token owners will
get access to exclusive features and rewards.
– Existing Rewards For Early Investors: Early investors in the Kaiken Inu tokens will also get exclusive rewards apart from getting the hottest DeFi tokens at their lowest prices. Early investors can get
merchandise like customized caps and hoodies as rewards. They can also get customized physical
Kaiken coins and even win Tesla cars in reward.

ADVANTAGES OF THE KAIKEN ECOSYSTEM
With a host of benefits and exclusive features, the Kaiken ecosystem has multiple advantages. For
our Kaiken Inu review, we studied the project extensively and have been able to categorically pick
the three biggest advantages that any investor looking to tap into the DeFi market has with the
Kaiken Inu ecosystem.
– Not just a meme coin: Kaiken Inu is not just a meme coin. It is not a typical rewards token that has
little to no utility. Unlike other Dog and meme coins, Kaiken Inu has an advanced ecosystem wherein
it offers multiple utilities for token owners. There are many different options including yield farming
and staking on other tokens to earn additional rewards apart from the automatic redistribution of fees
applied by the Kaiken Inu smart contract on all transactions.
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– Investor-friendly and growth opportunities: The Kaiken Inu ecosystem is investor-friendly. It has
zero to no entry barriers and all investors can be a part of the ecosystem by investing as little or
as much they want. Moreover, to make sure the investments are protected against any deliberate
attempt from whale investors to manipulate the prices, the Kaiken Ecosystem leverages a ladderized tax mechanism that discourages the dumping of tokens and charges additional fees on such
indiscriminate selling of Kaiken Inu tokens. Also, the ecosystem provides a range of opportunities
to investors to grow their crypto wealth. Even with a minimum amount of tokens, users can create a
scalable, static, passive income opportunity with their Kaiken Inu holdings. It’s seamless, easy and
hassle-free.
– Secure and scalable: Security must be the priority. The Kaiken Inu ecosystem is highly secure and
complies with advanced cybersecurity protocols to protect investments. As a DeFi token, it is also
important to make the rewards mechanism scalable by ensuring a continuous supply of liquidity.
The Kaiken Inu smart contract applies a fee on all transactions and 1% of the fee applied automatically goes to a liquidity pool. As such, the liquidity pool keeps on increasing in perpetuity, ensuring
a seamless and optimum supply.

IS KAIKEN INU THE NEXT MEME MOONSHOT?
The advanced features and functionalities clubbed with a DeFi and Meme currency make Kaiken
Inu a distinguished token. It belongs to a class of tokens that has the potential to take the DeFi
meme token market by storm because it not only provides users with many different opportunities
to increase their crypto holdings earn rewards but also allows them to use their tokens to get access
to many different exciting features of the Kaiken Inu ecosystem. The tokens are already grabbing
eyeballs and the project has received some great press and response from industry experts and
influencers. With the way it’s moving, we see that Kaiken Inu has already crafted a unique identity for
itself in the market. Our quick analysis shows the factors that can make this DeFi token hit the market
unlike any other and reveals that it ticks the boxes to be the next meme moonshot.

CONCLUSION
The DeFi market is exploding. The latest Coinbase report shows how institutional investors are betting big on DeFi protocols. The report finds that the unprecedented rise to the tune of 1,000% in the
total value locked (TVL) in DeFi protocols is because of institutional funds flowing in the market. This
is also to say that the best chance for retail investors to tap into DeFi is now, as once the bigger
whales get in, there will be fewer opportunities to invest in moonshots, simply because the barriers to entry will be bigger. Kaiken Inu is already an advanced meme and DeFi, token which has an
extensive ecosystem wherein users can do much more than they can with other conventional DeFi
coins. Also, their anti-dump measures will effectively be protecting investor interest. It would be safe
to say that Kaiken Inu is a must-watch project for those interested in making quick and fixed income
with their crypto holdings.
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Bitfarms Increases Revenues by Almost 400% in Q2

The crackdown on crypto mining in China has helped the results and outlook for the Canadian bitcoin mining firm.
Canada-based bitcoin (BTC, -3.32%) mining company Bitfarms reported Monday that its sales grew
396% year-over-year to $36.7 million in the second quarter. It recorded an operating loss of $2.1
million and a net loss of $3.7 million for the quarter.
Shares of Bitfarms were up 0.5% to $6.42 in after-hours trading on Monday following the release of
its earnings. Shares are up almost 240% year to date as China has cracked down on crypto mining
and the price of bitcoin has increased significantly.
The company mined 759 bitcoin in Q2 with an average cost of approximately $9,000 per Bitcoin,
and held 1,293 bitcoin valued at $35,057 each, or approximately $45.3 million, as of June 30, 2021.
Bitfarms’ average cost of production per bitcoin to $9,000 for the quarter compared to $5,075 for
the prior year quarter reflected the May 2020 halving event and expenses related to third-party
hosting, offset by the benefit from operating efficiencies.
“The second quarter of 2021 was a pivotal one for our company,” said Emiliano Grodzki, Bitfarms’
CEO. “From the beginning of 2021 through the end of 2022, we expect to have increased our capacity eight- fold and have expanded our geographic resources throughout North and South America
while continuing to pursue opportunities elsewhere.”
Read more...
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Total crypto market cap back above $2 trillion, FUD now a distant memory

Strong performances have seen the total crypto market cap creep back above $2 trillion. Can we
expect a continuation of this form?
The total crypto market cap edged above $2 trillion yesterday, making a 12 week high in the process. This comes as the market leader, Bitcoin, targets $50,000, a level not seen since the FUD
kicked off just before the summer season.
That period was fraught with concern over the return of “crypto winter.” But strong performances
over the past few weeks have set aside those worries, confirming round two of the bull market is on.

FUD be gone
It started with Elon Musk sounding the alarm on the environmental damage caused by Bitcoin mining. He subsequently withdrew BTC as a Tesla payment option.
Recently, at the ฿ Word conference, he said he would revisit this decision and possibly reinstate
BTC as a payment option, subject to confirmation that renewable sources account for 50% or more
of the mining process.
But some say the damage to his reputation has already been done. Especially considering his trolling of the Bitcoin community during this challenging period.
Soon after, in what seemed like a coordinated attack, China began enforcing a crypto crackdown
in the country. While authorities had pulled similar stunts in the past, this time was different. This
time, the forced closure of mining operations across Sichuan, Henan, Gansu, and Anhui provinces
showed that the CCP was deadly serious.
Read more...
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A SNEAK PEEK INTO HYPERSIGN’S
DECENTRALIZED IDENTITY AND ACCESS
MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

Today’s digital landscape is rife with privacy and data violations. Either implicitly or explicitly, our
identities have been handed over to social media platforms and big tech, or outright stolen by bad
actors. Privacy is quickly becoming a quaint ideal of the past rather than the fundamental right it
deserves to be.
Fortunately, solutions like Hypersign’s decentralized identity and access management infrastructure
are changing the way people access, manage, control and share their personal information – consequently returning power to the individual.

ISSUES WITH THE STATUS QUO
The challenges being faced with our personal data stem from the way organizations collect and store
this data. While the evolution from floppy disks to the Cloud has brought about unprecedented performance and efficiency, it has done so at the cost of widespread security and privacy vulnerabilities.
With the rise of the digital economy and web 2.0, consumers have unintentionally turned banks,
governments, and marketplaces into identity management organizations, responsible for the storage and protection of an unprecedented amount of personal data. We have given up online security
and privacy in exchange for convenience.
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Unfortunately, as the constant news of hacks and data breaches are highlighting, most organizations
that hold our data are incapable of handling this responsibility.
As the world edges towards the next phase of trust-based internet, Web 3.0, Decentralized Identity
puts that power and responsibility back in the hands of the individual, giving us the ability to control
and protect our personal information. This concept is made possible by the decentralized nature of
the blockchain along with the trust created by consensus algorithms and governed by institutions
such as the WEB3 Foundation, Decentralized Identity Foundation [DIF] and others. This is helping
manifest a not-too-distant future where we will truly be in control of our digital identity.

HOW BIG IS THE PROBLEM?
In recent times, we’ve seen numerous security vulnerabilities, hacks and data breaches from organizations of all sizes and across industries. Our current approach of centralizing trust around a handful
of organizations creates attractive honeypots for bad actors that are constantly leveling up their ability to expose vulnerabilities and wreak havoc.
This also creates an arms race between security providers and hackers that is hugely expensive to
maintain and ends up guaranteeing that bad actor capability will continue to adapt and improve over
time. It seems clear that this unfavorable trend will continue until there is a systemic change towards
decentralization.
Data breaches can also be extremely detrimental, where hackers can outright steal data or impersonate individuals, employees or clients after getting direct login access to a system. Moreover, while
current security protocols commonly in place may seem secure to inexperienced individuals, they are
actually made up of several practices that can be easily compromised, making them prone to hacks
and attacks.
And the examples are numerous:
From Yahoo’s 2013 attack that affected 3 billion user accounts and impacted the company’s acquisition by Verizon;
To the Equifax scandal of 2017, which became one of the worst data breaches in corporate history,
exposing the personal information of nearly 150 million people, including Social Security numbers,
dates of birth, home addresses, driver’s licenses, and credit card information;
To 2018, where the Cambridge Analytica scandal about user data misuse has continued to unfold, as
the F.B.I and Justice Department are investigating Facebook for failing to safeguard 87 million user
profiles.
These are just some of the many examples of how current systems for sharing and storing personal
information have proven to be not as safe, secure, or trustworthy as previously thought. The cost and
impact are felt by everyone, across the board.
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Governments have been stepping in to implement more stringent laws and regulations for consumer
protection. In May of this year, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a standard for data
collection and storage, went into effect. In July, California passed the California Consumer Protection
Act enacting similar standards. This is probably just the first in a wave of consumer protection and
privacy policies that will be introduced in the near future.
Consumers are concerned as well. In a recent Deloitte study, 81 percent of U.S. respondents felt they
have lost control over the way their personal data is collected and used.
The ability to prove you are who you say you are is critical to engaging with the world and being a
part of the economy. Decentralized Identity gives that control back to people.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, where working from home has become the new normal, security
threats have reached an all-time high, leading to the global need for the development of more robust
and reliable authentication systems. The simple use of passwords alongside other 2-factor authentication methods, including OTP (One Time Passwords) that are based on “proof of possession” and
social logins such as those from Google and Facebook, are highly centralized solutions and a honeypot for identity theft and data compromises. Moreover, in addition to their security inefficiencies,
these exact solutions can also be very expensive and do not represent cost-effective methods that
secure individual and company data interests.

ENTER HYPERSIGN’S CROSS-CHAIN IDENTITY PROTOCOL
Hypersign is a Decentralized Identity and Access Management solution built on public-key cryptography. The Hypersign network securely connects users to applications (web apps, DApps and DAOs)
without the need for usernames and passwords.
This infrastructure creates secure environments and enables connections between hardware, users,
and any other virtual or real entities that can connect to the network – such as the vast gamut of IOT
devices rapidly entering your home, workplace, and everything in between. From home appliances
to connected automobiles, your ability to stay connected securely in an increasingly “always-on”
world relies on Hypersign’s privacy solutions.

DECENTRALIZED TRUST DISTRIBUTION
Imagine you move to a new country and need to register for all kinds of services like voting, driver’s
licenses, banking, electricity, and entertainment subscriptions. Presently, you have to register individually with each service provider and prove your identity every time to open an account. And whenever you need to access these accounts, you’re required to prove your identity once more, either by
password or other credentials. A decentralized identity radically simplifies this process and reduces
the risks associated with constantly proving your identity via valuable credentials and passwords.
With Hypersign, you only need to prove your identity once to a trusted third party and store the proof of your
identifier on the Hypersign network. The Hyersign Network connects the service providers, issuers and verifiers securely handling all requests for authentication, authorization, verification and Identity management.
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LEVERAGING PKI AND THE BLOCKCHAIN FOR MORE ROBUST SECURITY
Leveraging Public key infrastructure (PKI) and blockchain enables Hypersign to provide passwordless
authentication alongside authorization and verification services that can integrate with existing IAM
systems quickly and at a minimal cost. Perfectly suited for any size of business.
Hypersigns protocol enables users to authenticate without login credentials. Each application is
accessed using a private / public key pair, where the private key is only accessible by the user stored
in on their mobile device and the public key on the network for open and easy verification.
Through the Hypersign protocol, users no longer need to manually enter credentials like usernames
and passwords when they want to log in. Instead, they can just scan a QR code and gain access with
the click of a button. Moreover, user onboarding becomes much easier as there is no need to fill out
registration forms allowing a system that users can be onboarded more efficiently by providing them
with verifiable blockchain-based credentials.

HYPERSIGN IDENTITY TOKEN (HID) AND ITS UTILITY
HID is Hypersign’s native token, currently trading on UNISWAP.
In addition to creating a more robust security protocol, Hypersign can also be utilized as a basic payment infrastructure platform for any party or service provider through HID.
Through the adoption of HID, there is no need for service providers to integrate third-party payment
providers or maintain billing, manage accounts, keep records, develop payment user interfaces, etc.
All these tools are built-in to the Hypersign ecosystem that allow actors to pay for actions including
the issuing of credentials on demand.
Another key feature of HID is to incentivize identity and service providers to earn revenue by verifying transactions. This alternative revenue stream will maintain the network’s integrity and prevent the
selling of private user data to 3rd parties for advertising purposes.

ADVANTAGES FOR ENTERPRISES
Along with improving user privacy and security, decentralization also helps organizations mitigate
risk.
Many international organizations are subject to regulations governing the collection, processing, and
storage of user data as well as for any related transitions that use said data. They risk harsh financial
and reputational penalties for lapses in data security or privacy violations.
By collecting and storing less user data, organizations simplify their compliance obligations. They also
limit the risks of misusing information and being targeted by opportunistic cyber-attacks. Hypersign
ends these data silos by distributing and decentralizing data back to the users; rather than storing
them in large silos within companies; whilst simultaneously empowering users and alleviating organizations from their data security responsibilities and ensuring jurisdictional compliance.
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One of the most popular use cases for Hypersign’s access management solutions is with Remote
Access systems that most organizations deploy for their employees and customers. The elimination
of passwords through our services effectively removes what is by far the weakest link in digital security. Virtually every single major global data hack, leak or breach is caused due to password vulnerabilities – with users either creating overly simplistic passwords that are easy to hack or storing and
sharing their passwords in unsafe ways.
Rather than expect every individual to maintain exemplary security behaviour, the obviously better
solution is to redesign the system away from the archaic passwords-based mechanism. This is precisely what Hypersign has built using cryptographically secure public-key technology which is more
secure than the current system of passwords and OTPs.

ADVANTAGES FOR BLOCKCHAIN PROJECTS
Adoption is the fundamental issue being faced by blockchain projects today. This is primarily due to
inefficiencies in the way these decentralized applications are accessed by users. Due to the nature
of the ways these distributed systems are created, Web 3.0 applications are fundamentally different
from their Web 2.0 predecessors and their designs need to cater to a user base largely unfamiliar
with these new applications.
Hypersign drastically simplifies the access management problem by eliminating the need for usernames and passwords whilst simplifying the management of private and public keys that are used to
access decentralized environments, thereby boosting adoption in a drastic way.

WHAT’S IT IN FOR THE CONSUMER
With Hypersign’s decentralized system, the wallet acts as a secure repository of user identifiers. It
protects users with encryption and biometrics, solicits informed consent whenever credentials are
requested, and conceals metadata that could lead to credential tracking.
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Additionally, we feel that in order to bring the blockchain to everyone, centralized and decentralized
systems have to work together. Hypersign is bridging this gap by building adapters. For instance,
we are currently working on plugins that will bring WordPress users to the blockchain and give them
access to our decentralized and passwordless authentication solutions.

HYPERSIGN’S VISION FOR THE [NOT SO DISTANT] FUTURE
The Hypersign network will eventually empower humans to have full control over their personal
data and anyone wanting to access someone else’s personal information will only be able to do so
with explicit consent from the owner of that data.
With Hypersign, you will never have to fill out another application form nor go through tedious KYC
procedures ever again. When applying for a loan at a bank, for instance, the bank will merely ping
you on your Hypersign application and, with you simply clicking a button they will be able to verify
you without gaining access to any of your personal information. Basically, the bank will know it’s
you, without you needing to give them your name, address, phone number or any other personal
and private information.
Our Decentralized Identity (DID) technology will also eliminate the need for phone numbers in the
future. People will be able to connect with each other directly [P2P], without the need to exchange
any personal information, thereby eliminating all privacy and security risks.
Hypersign’s fundamental goals are to end the era where our most private information is packaged
and sold to the highest bidder, empowering the individual by returning control of their identity to
themselves, and building a future where privacy is, once more, an inalienable right.
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UK Detectives Seize USB Stick With $9.5 Million in Ethereum in Alleged
Crypto Scam

Detectives in the United Kingdom have reportedly seized a USB stick with $9.5 million in Ethereum
(ETH) that was believed to be stolen through an alleged crypto scam.
In a statement, the Greater Manchester Police (GMP say that their specialist officers from the
Economic Crime Unit retrieved the USB stick after tracking down two alleged operators of a fake
savings and trading service.
The scheme reportedly targeted victims in the UK, US, Europe, China, Australia and Hong Kong who
deposited their money and life savings into the alleged fake service using smart contract platform
Binance Smart Chain.
The operators allegedly shut down their website after receiving significant amounts of money from
the victims and then transferred the funds to their accounts.
Intelligence reports led to the arrest of the alleged perpetrators, who have since been released
under investigation.
The police seized a sum of $22.25 million following the discovery of multiple USB sticks. A few days
later, police found an additional $12.7 million after locating a “cryptograph safety deposit box” and
the code to access it, according to the GMP.
Read more...
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TikTok Partners With Crypto-Powered Music Platform Audius

Many of today’s young social media consumers are finding new music via TikTok. This week, the
leading social media platform paired up with Audius, a streaming platform that is quickly becoming
one of the largest decentralized consumer applications.

TikTok’s Unlikely Match
The pairing is especially interesting considering that around a month ago, TikTok took further steps
to restrict crypto content from influencers and creators on the platform. The sharing feature on
TikTok went into effect today and will look to give upcoming artists exposure on the platform by
enabling them to upload music straight from Audius to TikTok. Move over Spotify, Apple Music, and
crew; there’s apparently a new player in town.
Audius has a roster of over 100,000 artists, including major EDM exposure, with artists such as
Skrillex and deadmau5. The platform was established in 2018 and launched in 2019, and utilizes
Ethereum and Solana blockchains. Audius surpassed five million monthly users in recent weeks as
well; that number was below a million as recently as January, according to a Rolling Stone report.
Audius boasts an open network, governance on the platform, and security around artist’s work. The
Audius protocol even allows users to stake the platform’s native token on hosted services to earn
revenue.
Read more...
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MEET RADIOLOGEX, ONE OF TOP
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED HEALTHCARE
INITIATIVES

The adoption of blockchain technology in the healthcare industry requires a consensus among
multiple parties to promote end-to-end operability, connectivity, and scalability. The adoption of
blockchain-enabled healthcare solutions can be fostered across the industry to facilitate the delivery
of true innovation that will benefit patients as well as industry professionals.
Healthcare providers and systems have sought blockchain solutions that provide a single platform
for safe communication, be it via text or video, and Radiologex has met this desire. Health experts
can share sensitive information such as patient referral, clinical management, scheduling, transactions, as well as access curated content with built-in KYC.
Unlike traditional methods of healthcare database management systems, blockchain technology
provides decentralised management, traceable data, unchangeable databases, availability of data
to all authorised users, and data provenance. Blockchain in healthcare is revolutionary in the following primary areas:
– Protection of healthcare data
– Managing electronic medical record data
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– Electronic health records data management
– Point-of-care genomics management
– Personal health record data management
Blockchain technology is applicable in healthcare during research, seamlessly switching patients
between providers, eases and quickens patient care, promotes data security, enhances mobile
health apps and remote monitoring, health insurance claims, tracing and securing medical supplies,
tracking diseases and outbreaks, as well as preventing theft of genomic data.
Radiologex and Cryptonaire Weekly, on 3rd August 2021, proudly presented the only enterprisefocused medical blockchain project ecosystem that provides health IT for healthcare practitioners
across the globe.
Looking at the above applications, the need for a platform that addresses all of the requirements is
ideal for the healthcare industry. Radiologex offers an interactive medical network allowing experts
to streamline and upgrade their healthcare services. Below is a Radiologex review/ guide for a better understanding of how the platform functions, and its benefits to the healthcare industry.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RADIOLOGEX
Radiologex Digital Encryption Environment (R-DEE), founded in the United States in 2019, is a health
and medicine platform serving as the first Medical Interactive Network (MIN) that utilises blockchain
technology. The platform is a real-time productivity and information resource available via a smart
device, such as a laptop or smartphone, to addresses the modern needs of the global healthcare
industry. As a software, R-DEE is available as a limited-use free offering, a subscription offering for
individuals to access features on the platform, and an enterprise-level offering; the software is useable for desktop and mobile view available on Apple and Google stores. R-DEE’s all-in-one ecosystem provides clinical information systems, productivity tools, entire payment settlement sales and
finance systems, medical imaging processing and storage, and more.
This platform encompasses a technological ecosystem that empowers users with the necessary
tools to conduct tasks that are essential to global healthcare professionals and participants. The
added advantage/competitive edge for the platform is that it’s fast, more secure, easier to integrate
and offers customizable user solutions.
The Radiologex platform offers services ranging from state-of–the-art user and data authentication
and verification to legacy system integration, and stands out as the only platform built for the healthcare industry with real-time authenticated users implementing R-DEE software. In regards to security, it boasts the highest security safeguards through built-in KYC, advanced user-authentication
technology, and always-active tamper detection through Authlogex.
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RADIOLOGEX TEAM
The Radiologex team comprises professionals from diverse backgrounds such as medical physicians, blockchain experts, information systems and software developers, investment banking professionals as well as healthcare service providers. The team is led by George Tyler, the co-founder
and blockchain architect of Radiologex.
The team is in good leadership hands as Tyler is a seasoned developer in blockchain and distributed ledger technology who studied at MIT Sloan School of Management and MIT Crypto economics
Lab. He has 23 years of experience in medical systems, radiology and medical devices.

HOW RADIOLOGEX CONNECTS HEALTHCARE AND BLOCKCHAIN
Radiologex connects the healthcare industry and blockchain by creating state-of-the-art security
software to enable healthcare professionals and providers reliable and fast healthcare solutions.
Blockchain technology enhances the operability and functionality of the platform to ensure that
individuals can access healthcare solutions globally, thus promoting global disruption.
R-DEE offers a variety of services to improve global healthcare by implementing blockchain tech,
which include:
– R-DEE Connect
This refers to a secure and reliable communication channel to ease collaboration among healthcare
professionals with chat, video conferencing, and email tools.
– R-DEE Marketplace
This delivers a global commercial hub for healthcare equipment and products.
– R-DEE Expert
R-DEE expert provides a hub allowing for the search of professional services across the globe.
– R-DEE Manage
Individuals can access clinical information management systems.
– R-DEE Vault
Here, individuals have an unlimited capacity for file storage and sharing.
– R-DEE Scan
The PACS and MIMPS module allows users to share, review, and collaborate medical imaging.
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– R-DEE Settle
R-DEE Settle eases payment through ultra-secure, easy to use in-network payment settlement and
accounting.
– R-DEE Stream
Individuals have access to unlimited content on demand and app integration.
All the services above are powered by cutting-edge blockchain tech and access to a global healthcare network.

R-DEE NETWORK ADVANTAGES
According to a press release, George Tyler said, “There is simply nothing like R-DEE that exists today. It
is the industry’s first and only Web 3.0 solution for managing all the time-consuming yet critical aspects
of operating in this multi-faceted and task-heavy field, where speed and security are paramount.”
The R-DEE network advantages are the reason this platform is gaining popularity worldwide. These
benefits include:
Secure Authentication
Users benefit from state-of-the-art security with the objective of preventing hacks from both the clients’
side as well as preventing hacks from the cloud. Gone are the days when individuals had to worry
about the loss of data and login credentials; as such, R-DEE places emphasis on security authentication
and rapid access as a priority. Healthcare experts understand your industry risks, and have created
the most trusted and secure healthcare platform currently available, backed by blockchain technology.
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You no longer have to consider usernames and passwords. You must be wondering how individuals are keeping their information away from predators. Well, Radiologex partnered with Trusona,
thus putting an end to usernames and passwords. Trusona provides unmatched assurance in digital
identity, and by removing passwords from vulnerable users, immediately mitigates the most common attack vectors.
Working with Trusona has led to unrivaled authentication and the creation of Authlogex, R-DEE’s
always-active tamper detection for increased blockchain security. This secure approach enables
users to access vital information quickly but, most importantly, safely at any time regardless of location.
Identity proofing accounts for one of the reasons why the R-DEE network is advantageous. It contains a built-in Know-Your-Customer automation system. This system ensures that all users are verified before and while using the platform. R-DEE verifies users instantly and digitally by using photo
ID’s as well as facial biometrics. Trust is not an aspect that Radiologex is willing to compromise.
Considering that R-DEE is not dependent on unsafe SMS or multiple factor authentication, it retains
a state-of-the-art security protocol fast-boarding platform with anti-replay technology. The idea is to
improve healthcare quality by ensuring powerful user-authentication
Looking at the above Radiologex review, the platform offers high-definition quality allowing professionals to view images as well as videos exactly as they were intended for the user to view.
The idea is to save time due to seamless and fast speed as it also eliminates multiple redundant
software and hardware-based systems and platforms. These systems are normally slow, requiring
frequent maintenance and product training. You no longer need different accounts and sources of
information as a healthcare provider. With Radiologex, you have a single platform that provides you
with all of the necessary tools to communicate, collaborate and transact, all under one roof.
With outstanding technical support, users enjoy 24-hour live support allowing for real-time and ondemand assistance.

HOW TO INVEST WITH RADIOLOGEX
Individuals now have the opportunity to invest in a tokenized preferred equity investment that is
backed by a revenue royalty stream. Not only does the platform ease communication and research
findings, but it also offers individuals the opportunity to invest.
– Investor registration
To make any investment, the registration process is simplified. An individual will have to create an
account for Radiologex via Securitize ID. To create an account, you will need to provide a valid email
address and a password (8 characters minimum). Individuals are also required to read the provided
privacy policy as well as the terms and conditions of Securitize ID. The next step would be to accept
the provided terms and continue.
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It is only after registration that individuals can participate in a tokenized equity investment that is
backed by a revenue royalty stream in the Radiologex STO public sale.
Radiologex is a United States-based company that has one of a kind global medical interactive
network (MIN); its operation is based on the blockchain model. The working product allows users
to perform a broad range of tasks in one place. The aim of this network is to connect healthcare
professionals across the globe in real-time. Know Your Customer (KYC) is used in the platform for
authentication purposes; the network is one of the top STOs with a hundred million fixed security
tokens that is limited to twenty million to be supplied in round one. Each security token represents
digitized security with royalty to Radiologex platform revenues and potential proceeds from monetisation of the business through IPO or total sale.
The requirements for investments are a minimum of $5000 for United States citizens and $2500
for non-United States citizens. The accepted initial way of investment is via wire transfer of either
US dollars or Euro, or BTC/ETH/USDT/USDC cryptocurrency transfers. RDG security interest holders are entitled to distribution by contractual participation against twenty-five percent of generated
revenues in Radiologex, which also includes a twenty-five percent buy out for the token holders.
RDG preferred equities are tradable in digital asset exchange platforms which has potential liquidity as public exchanges are added later this year. The shares of the equity can be bought from the
company platform, which is easy to use. The equity has a fixed face share value of one dollar in the
round one of the launch.
Token Distribution
There are 100,000,000 tokens in total supply, and every security token Round 1 face value is $1.00,
although it is expected to go up in Round 2. Round 1 will distribute 20 million security tokens.
Dividends are paid out quarterly. The payout process for dividends is automated such that dividends
are automatically dropped into an investor’s wallet or dashboard.
Investors have the opportunity to own preferred equity shares in Radiologex, reaping from this new
digital economy. Also, individuals can venture into the upcoming exchange listings, which opens the
ability to trade RDG tokens on secondary markets. The platform creates not only for a better world
health-wise but also a more stable financial arena. While Round 1 began earlier in the year, investors
can look forward to Radiologex STO offering Round 2, which will open in Q4 2021.
R-DEE is easily available on all smart devices, and you can download the limited freemium version
from the Google Play store for those using Android enabled devices, while those on iOS can download it from the App Store.

WHY INVEST WITH RADIOLOGEX
The technology behind Radiologex is utility patent pending. It has been tested and certified by
the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology of the U.S Department of
Human and Health Services, surpassing HIPAA and regulatory requirements. It is also free to use
on any compatible device.
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Everyone would want to make an investment knowing that the investment is secure. As the only
ZERO-TRUST built technological architecture, R-DEE seeks to eliminate redundancy and unsecured
legacy systems. With the implementation of blockchain technology, the third-tier of security dubbed
Authlogex seeks to add a strong firewall, thus boosting security. This tier enables an extra node
deployment as well as adds audit trials to enable data access.
Investment returns are promising because each security token represents a tokenized digital asset
allowing investors to secure a portion of Radiologex’s platform revenues and proceeds. As one of
the top STO offerings, investors can receive generous Round 1 bonus incentives including a referral
bonus of up to 100%, although this is limited to 100 investors.
According to a press release, Karnav Shah, Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly, said, “Radiologex
is unveiling a one-of-its-kind, state-of-the-art HealthIT and SaaS (Baas) solution for the $5 trillion
Global Healthcare industry which continues to increase dramatically year on year The Radiologex
Digital Encryption Environment (R-DEE)(R) is currently one of the most talked-about medical blockchain networks in the crypto circles. Project’s like Radiologex are exciting. We make sure to help
them reach the larger crypto community by sharing more about these shapeshifting solutions with
our readers and across our community channels.”
Other than advanced security, investing with Radiologex allows for faster responses at more affordable rates. Every investment seeks to maximise on returns, and this is an objective when working
with Radiologex. Investors can invest in Radiologex STO, considering that it is ranked as one of the
top STOs in the market, thus providing an outstanding investment opportunity.
This Radiologex review highlights the world’s first all-inclusive productivity and collaboration platform provided for healthcare professionals and companies. The key objective is to revolutionise the
global healthcare blockchain-based health ecosystem through R-DEE. R-DEE solves several issues
plaguing global healthcare and eliminates manual data errors, streamlines communication and collaboration among providers, eliminates unsecured system penetration, as well as verifies identity or
access from users.
This platform’s high speed interoperability network provides a solution to the global pandemic that
is driving the need to increase digitised healthcare and reveal system inefficiencies. Health technology aims at providing better healthcare as well as growing and promoting entrepreneurs and
investors.
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Chipmaking Giant Intel Buys A Small Stake, Not Even Worth a Million
Dollars, in Coinbase (COIN)

Cathie Wood meanwhile continues to buy COIN shares, making it the fund’s 4th largest holding
worth more than $1 billion.
The chipmaker giant, Intel Corp. has disclosed a small stake in the US cryptocurrency exchange
Coinbase.
The stake, however, is really small and not even worth a million dollars.
On Friday, the chipmaker reported holding about 3,014 shares of Coinbase’s Class A common stock
as of June 30 in a regulatory filing. This makes their stake at just under $800,000, with COIN shares
trading at $261.25, down over 39% from its all-time high of $429.54, hit briefly on its debut day.
Coinbase went public through a direct listing on Nasdaq in April with a valuation that rose to as high
as $112 billion on the first day of its trading.
Earlier this week, Coinbase reported a strong second-quarter beating expectation with nearly $2
billion in revenue and growth of 44.2% in the monthly transacting users (MTUs) to 8.8 million. Their
trading volumes also rose to $462 billion, from $335 billion in Q1.
Read more...
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Dogecoin Jumps 12% As Mark Cuban, Elon Musk Call It ‘The Strongest
Cryptocurrency’

The original meme coin continues its trend of recovering faster than the wider cryptocurrency market.
Dogecoin’s surge comes as Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban announces special pricing for
Dogecoin payments in his stores, and later calling it the strongest currency.
Musk tweets in support of Cuban, and Cuban fights Bitcoin maxis over Dogecoin.
Another boost for Doge has been the sponsorship deal of a Premier League soccer team to wear
Dogecoin sponsorship on shirt sleeves.
Dogecoin has jumped 12.5% since yesterday and 40.4% this week, currently trading for $0.33,
according to data from CoinGecko.
The weekend surge comes as investor and Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban praised the cryptocurrency, joined by none other than Tesla and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk who’s single-handedly the
greatest influence on DOGE pumps.
It began when Cuban announced Friday that Mavericks merchandise bought using Dogecoin would
enjoy “special pricing.” It’s unclear whether this special pricing means that Doge holders will enjoy
discounts or other offers, however.
Read more...
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Argentina president weighs Bitcoin legalization. But his government doesn’t
agree

While Argentinians keep fighting the racing hyperinflation, the authorities keep displaying mixed
feelings on the Bitcoin adoption subject.
In a recent interview, the President of Argentina Alberto Fernandez said he sees no reason to push
against crypto, but in contrast to his openness, the head of the country’s Central Bank, Miguel
Pesce, prepares for a crackdown on the industry.
Already in April, the Central Bank of Argentina instructed local banks to scrutinize clients that hold
cryptocurrencies and engage in business or trading activities involving crypto, but just last month,
a member of the National Congress José Luis Ramón submitted a bill that would allow salaries in
Bitcoin and muscle the country’s adoption process.

President is warming up to the idea
In an interview, Fernandez has indicated his openness to crypto, stating that there is no reason to
push back against the tide.

“I don’t want to go too far out on a limb – but there is no reason to say ‘no’,” said Fernandez, while
pointing out the ‘hedge’ upside of adopting Bitcoin, despite the country’s tight currency controls that
drove many Argentinians to crypto mining.
Read more...
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Solana, Terra Hit All-Time Highs as Markets Disregard Last Week’s DeFi Hacks

Prices for Solana’s SOL and Terra’s LUNA tokens hit all-time highs on Monday, as the total market
capitalization of cryptocurrency broke $2 trillion for the first time since May.
The price rally for the tokens representing two projects that are built for the decentralized finance
(DeFi) sector shows that investors remain confident about the industry, especially in layer 1 protocols, despite security risks that were exposed by the biggest DeFi hack ever in monetary value last
week.
Solana, the native token of Solana, a public blockchain that is backed by Sam Bankman-Fried, the
founder of crypto exchange FTX, logged a record high price Monday of $69, according to data from
FTX and TradingView.
Meanwhile, Messari’s data shows that Terra ($LUNA), the token of Terra, an algorithmic balancing
system that helps stablecoins maintain their pegs to stable currencies like the U.S. dollar, went as
high as $22.22 on Monday, also an all-time high.
Both projects are layer 1 alternatives to Ethereum, the blockchain for ether, the second biggest
cryptocurrency by market cap.
Read more...
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Four Institutional Investment Managers Get BTC Exposure After Purchasing
250,204 Shares of Grayscale Bitcoin Trust

Four institutional investment firms are gaining exposure to Bitcoin, buying up 250,204 shares of
Grayscale’s Bitcoin investment product.
The Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) offers institutional investors exposure to Bitcoin (BTC), as its
shares track the performance of the leading crypto. According to Grayscale, each share represents
0.00093848 BTC.
According to recent filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), four wealth
managers have either bought an initial tranche of GBTC shares or increased their holdings.
Ancora, an Ohio-based family wealth advisory firm, purchased 13,945 GBTC shares, according to
filings for the June 30th reporting period. The company, which was founded in 2003, is currently
managing $9.40 billion in assets.
Also according to filings for the June 30th reporting period, Clear Perspective purchased 7,790
GBTC shares. The Illinois-based investment adviser has over $591 million in assets under management.
Filings with the SEC show that Boston Private Wealth bought two tranches of GBTC shares this year.
As of March 31st of this year, the firm held 88,189 GBTC shares, but according to the June 30th
reporting period, the firm upped its exposure to 103,469 GBTC. The investment advisory firm touts
$17.2 billion in assets under management.
Read more...
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America’s Largest Retailer, Walmart, Is Hiring A “Cryptocurrency Product Lead”

With this crypto move, the eCommerce company aims to enable a broader set of payment options
for its customers.
After e-commerce giant Amazon, multinational retail corporation Walmart is the latest company to
hire a crypto lead.
Less than 24 hours back, the company posted a job for a digital currency and cryptocurrency product lead. For this job, Walmart requires someone passionate about Digital Currencies and would
be responsible for developing the digital currency strategy and product roadmap at the company.
“As one of the largest retailers and e-commerce companies, Walmart enables a broad set of payment options for its customers.”
The cryptocurrency lead will drive the Digital Currency strategy for Walmart and identify cryptorelated investment and partnerships.
For this position, one needs to have a Bachelor's Degree, over a decade-long experience in product
management, technology commercialization, and of course, have experience in the cryptocurrency
ecosystem and related technologies as well along with the knowledge of the players involved in the
rapidly growing industry.
Read more...
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Bank of America Sees Long Road Ahead for Coinbase to Become the
'Amazon of Crypto Assets'

Bank of America has initiated coverage of Coinbase Global. The bank has identified several factors that could boost Coinbase’s revenue. Regarding the crypto exchange’s plan to become “the
Amazon of crypto assets,” Bank of America says it is “still in very early stages of development.”
Bank of America Awaits Concrete Signs of Progress Against Coinbase’s Long-Term Vision.
Bank of America (Bofa) initiated coverage of Coinbase Global Inc. (Nasdaq: COIN) Friday. Jason
Kupferberg, a senior equity research analyst at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, started Coinbase with
a “neutral” rating and a $273 price target.
While the analyst sees Coinbase as the “leading provider of crypto infrastructure,” he cautioned
that its stock, which is trading at 18.3 times sales, may have limited near-term upside. He described:
COIN aims to become the Amazon of crypto assets, though in our view COIN’s model is still in very
early stages of development, and we await more concrete signs of progress against COIN’s longterm vision.
Coinbase CEO Brian Armstrong said last week during the company’s Q2 2021 earnings call: “We
want to be the Amazon of assets, list every asset out there in crypto that’s legal. There are thousands of them today. There are eventually going to be millions of them. This is all under the theme
of embracing decentralization.”
Read more...
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OpenSea Leads Ethereum NFT Revival With $1.2B Monthly Volume

The top NFT marketplace is now handling much more trading activity in a day than it did in all of
2020 combined.
OpenSea, a popular marketplace for NFT crypto collectibles, has seen a recent surge of activity and
trading volume.
It has processed over $1.2 billion worth of transactions over the last month, including more than
$800 million so far in August.
OpenSea, an Ethereum-based marketplace for NFT crypto collectibles, has seen an immense surge
in activity in recent weeks amidst renewed interest around tokenized digital artwork. According to
data from analytics firm DappRadar, OpenSea has amassed $1.22 billion in trading volume over the
last 30 days alone.
That’s a staggering 950% month-over-month increase for the marketplace, reflecting the sudden
boost in activity from NFT collectors in recent weeks. While OpenSea is used for brand new NFT
collectible drops, including the recent Fortune NFT magazine covers by artist pplpleasr, it’s best
known as the most popular secondary marketplace for buying and selling NFT collections such as
CryptoPunks, Bored Ape Yacht Club, and Pudgy Penguins.
Read more...
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US State Department offers up to $10 million in crypto rewards to white hat
hackers

The United States is offering crypto assets to incentivize white-hat hackers to uncover state-sponsored actors and potential terrorists on the dark web.
The United States government is offering rewards in cryptocurrency for information relating to the
operations of enemy state-backed hackers or suspected terrorists.
The U.S. State Department's new “Rewards for Justice” platform allows informants to submit anonymous tips and information in return for rewards in digital assets.
The platform was promoted at the Black Hat USA event — which ran from July 31 to August 5 in Las
Vegas — with users able to submit tips via an unsecured Wi-Fi network called #Rewardsnotransoms.
The open network was purposely set up to encourage attendees to log in and access the RFJ website, according to CNN.
Rewards of up to $10 million are being offered in exchange for info on various terrorist suspects,
extremists, and state-sponsored hackers. Informants elect whether they wish to receive compensation in the form of crypto assets.
Informants provide sensitive information via a secure portal on the dark web — the layer of the internet that is not publicly accessed by commercial companies and search engines.
Read more...
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